TRANSLATION OF VIKRAMA'S ADVENTURES
Presented in four horizontally parallel recensions
I. Frame-story:  First Section
Invocation, and announcement of theme
southern recension of I
 1.	Homage to the Elephant-faced [Ganega], mighty, cleaver of
the darkness of obstacles, whose eye is washt-by-billows of a
boundless flood of compassion.
 2.	Having done homage to the majestic Primeval Spirit [Vis^u],
to the ancient Lotus-born [Brahma], to Uma's consort [Qiva],
and to blessed Sarasvati, I compose " Vikramarka's Adventures."
Once on a time, when the Supreme Lord [Qiva] sat on a peak of
Mount Kailasa, the Mother of the World [Parvati, Qiva's consort],
with an obeisance, said: " Look now!
3.	With the delights of the Sacred Word and of books of science
the time of the wise doth pass; but of others, fools, in sleep or in
quarrels.
Accordingly, to beguile the time, let a tale be told that shall amaze
the minds of all the world."
Then the Supreme Lord answered Parvati: " 0 mistress of my life,
listen, and I will tell a tale that will take everybody's heart/'
meteical recension of I
Once upon a time, upon the rock which is a touchstone for the bracelet of Havana's
arm, the daughter of Himalaya [Parvati] said to the World-Lord [giva]: " O god, do
thou relate some tales, beautiful, freeing from hindrances, refreshing the mind, and
charming, to me who am desirous of listening." Then the Great God, being kindly
disposed, spoke unto Bhavanl with a voice sweet with the nectar that flowed from the
beams of the moon on his head: " There was a certain throne, mysterious and majestic;
and on it round about were thirty-two statuettes. Once upon a time, on a fitting
occasion, in the midst of King Bhoja's assembly, crowded with skillful artists, they
related these tales." The goddess said; *' Whose was this marvelous throne, 0 god ?
Of what sort was its appearance ? Where was its first location, in the family of what
prince ? Erom whom did King Bhoja obtain this wondrous throne ? This seems to
me likely to be a matter of interest; begin at the beginning and tell me." Thus
addrest the Great God spoke, crested with the ivory loveliness of the moon (which
was on his forehead), the God who causes unforeseen prosperity.
Here ends the first section of the Thirty-two Tales of the Throne

